Time dependency (H. Berendsen, J.Chem.Phys. (1984))
Time dependency (H. Berendsen, J.Chem.Phys. (1984) )
Total Time Differentials (Brondstein, Verlag Harri Deutsch, (2013) ) δF δp r dp r (t) dt
Rearrangement gives explicit fracture expressions for dp r (t)
dt .
Some additional mathematical considerations
Some common definitions
Some
Functions and their inverse functions
x(y, z = const) and y(x, z = const)
Different function characters:
1. monotonic increasing: p r (T r , V m,r = const) and T r (p r , V m,r = const); 2. unambigous with extrema: T r (V m,r , p r = const) and p r (V m,r , T r = const);
ambigous:
V m,r (T r , p r = const) and V m,r (p r , T r = const);
Important (Bronstein at page 52): Cite: "If there is a function with non-monotonic behavior separable into monotonic pieces then the corresponding inverse function exists for every of that monotonic piece."
Three special cases
Isochor -
T r,i+1 = T r,i + k dT ∆t (21) p r,i+1 = p r,i + k dp ∆t ( Isobardp r dt = 0 dV m,r dt = − δF δp r δF δV m,r T r =const dp r dt (30) dp
p r,i+1 = p r,i + k dp ∆t (34) 
